f(T) = T, and f( ii) = f(a). They Oc)"""cr)
The transition graph for BUFn , the buffer of capacity~.
The transition graph for CBUFZ , the compositional butfer of capacity 2. 
Derived Equivalences
Many equivalences turn out to be instances of %-equivalence combined with graph transformations.
-Let U denote the universal relation, i.e., U = N x N. A U-bisimulation is a bisimulation in the sense of Milner [43] and U-equivalence is strong equivalence in CCS. Observation equivalence corresponds to U-equivalence on observation graphs, observation congruence to U-equivalence on congruence graphs, and trace (or may) equivalence to U-equivalence on deterministic graphs. As an example, recall the definitions for BUF~and CBUF~(see Section 3). For each n, these two agents can be shown to be equivalent according to each of these equivalences, with the exception of strong equivalence. One final interesting point is that the algorithm can be trivially modified to determine the coarsest t?-bisimulation on the nodes of a single graph. This can be used to transform a graph into a '%-equivalent graph which has a minimum numlber of states: first compute the coarsest %'-bisimulation and then collapse each block in the final partition into a single node.
PREORDER CHECKING
The second basic analysis computes preorders between two agents. This is done in a way similar to equivalence checking; after converting the agents to transition graphs we then apply a general preorder algorithm. The preorder is based upon the following generalization of the notion of equivalence introduced in Section 4.1. -The may preorder: P. = N, @~= 0, and '%'= U.
Definition oil the Preorder
-The must, preorder: Pu = 0, @. = {mlm. acc # 0], and {m, n) E '% holds exactly when either m.acc = 0, or both m. acc and n. ace are nonempty and each element in n. acc is a superset of some element in m.acc.
- 
(1)
Now assume that we have already proved the protocol correct when MEDIUM is replaced by tile partial buffer of capacity n PBUFn, for some n:
We may then proceed to prove that PBUFn~BUFn for any particular m > n. Since "[" and "/L" contexts preserve~, we therefore obtain: 
It is easy to see that the preorder p coincides with = for complete specifications.
In fact, whenever the left-hand side process is completely specified then so is the right-hand side process, and the processes are equivalent. Thus the completeness of SERVICE yields:
and therefore establishes all buffers of capacity greater than n as correct implementations of the medium.
The Algorithm
The algorithm for computing the parameterized preorder works by attempting to find a parameterized prebisimulation relating the roots of the transition graphs.
In contrast to Section 4.3, however, preorders cannot be represented by partitions.
We obtain an appropriate representation by annotating every node n with a set of nodes considered to be "greater" than n.
In principle, the preorder algorithm proceeds in the same way as the equivalence algorithm.
It starts by considering all states to be indistinguishable, i.e., every node is annotated with the set of all nodes N. Then it successively reduces the annotation of each node until the root node of Gz no longer is in the annotation of the root node of GI (in which case GI !2$' r Gz )
or the annotations determine a %'-prebisimulation (in which case G1 E;'" Gz ). The reduction of the annotation of a node proceeds according to two rules. First, if the node has an a-derivative n then each node in its annotation that satisfies Y. must also have an a-derivative that is in the annotation of n; nodes not meeting this condition are deleted from the annotation.
Second, if the node satisfies E?'. and a node n in its annotation has an a-derivative n' then the node must have an a-derivative having n' in its annotation; otherwise, n is deleted from the annotation as well. . Cleaveland et al, to the receiver. The general structure of our system appears in Figure   8 . The sender receives the bits it is to send via the sendO and send 1 channels from the users of the protocol; intuitively, users wishing to send a "O" will use sendO, while users wishing to send a "l" will use send 1.1 Similarly, the receiver will deliver the values sent to it on ports recO or reel, depending on whether the value is O or 1. The medium conveys messages containing two bits-the data bit and a "sequence bit''-from the sender to the receiver and acknowledgments containing a sequence bit from the receiver to the sender. The specification of the protocol is that every message that is sent is correctly received; the formalization of this appears in Figure  9 . We now turn to the formalizations of the medium, sender and receiver. given. In this case, the medium is unreliable; it may internally decide either to deliver a message that has been given to it or to lose it. This is modeled by the choice involving~actions that appears after every s action; either the medium delivers the message (by allowing an r action), or it returns to its initial state (meaning that the message was lost).
(Recall that t is Workbench notation for 7.) Figure  10 contains the formalization of the medium.
The sender accepts bits to be sent (by responding to the appropriate send i actions) and uses the medium to deliver them to the receiver. In order to detect when the medium has lost a message, the sender also appends a one-bit "sequence number" to each message it sends out. ,rll sent and waits for the acknowledgment. In our implementation, the sender -uses the medium to send data value i with sequence number j by executing the action 'sij and awaits an acknowledgment with sequence number j by executing the action rackj. In states S _O (the start state), S00 and S1 O the sequence number used is O; in S _l, S01 and S1 1 it is 1. The sender appears in Figure  11 . The receiver awaits messages from the medium with a particular sequence number.
If the sequence number of the message matches the one it expects, it makes the data value in the message available by executing the appropriate 'rec i action and sends out an acknowledgment containing the sequence number;
it then increments the sequence number (modulo 2) that it expects of the next message. If the sequence numbers do not match, then the receiver sends out an acknowledgment of the sequence number that it received and then waits for the sender to "resend."
The receiver may also time out while waiting for a message, in which case it performs the same actions as when it and it sends an acknowledgment with sequence number j by executing 'sack j,, The receiver is given in Figure  12 .
We now begin analyzing the protocol. The first thing we do is assemble the sender, medium, and receiver into one unit, and restrict all actions involving the medium to be local, by executing the following.
Command: bl Identifier: ABP Agent: (S -O IMediumlRO) \{rOO, rlO, rOl, rl 1, sOO, sIO, sOI, S11, rackO, rackl, sackO, sackl } Bit Protocol is well accepted; and, in fact, for slightly different definitions of the faulty Medium the implementation just described is observationally equivalent to SPEC. As we shall see, the correctness of the protocol in fact depends on a property of media that Medium does not have, and fixing the system will entail changing our implementations of the sender and receiver to circumvent this problem. In order to repair ABP, our first task is to locate the source of the faults in the system. z In general, the following strategy is useful in locating reasons why two systems are observationally inequivalent.
(1) Check that the two processes have the same sorts (i. will not be discussed further in this paper.
Equation Solving
The 
